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Water oxidation by amorphous oxides is of high interest in artiﬁcial photosynthesis andother routes towards non-
fossil fuels, but the mode of catalysis in these materials is insuﬃciently understood. We tracked mechanistically
relevant oxidation-state and structural changes of an amorphous Co-based catalyst ﬁlm by in situ experiments
combining directly synchrotron-based X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) with electrocatalysis. Unlike a
classical solid-state material, the bulk material is found to undergo chemical changes. Two redox transitions at
midpoint potentials of about 1.0 V (CoII0.4Co
III
0.64 all-Co
III) and 1.2 V (all-CoIII4 CoIII0.8Co
IV
0.2) vs. NHE at
pH 7 are coupled to structural changes. These redox transitions can be induced by variation of either electric
potential or pH; they are broader than predicted by a simple Nernstian model, suggesting interacting bridged
cobalt ions. Tracking reaction kinetics by UV-Vis-absorption and time-resolved mass spectroscopy reveals
that accumulated oxidizing equivalents facilitate dioxygen formation. On these grounds, a new framework
model of catalysis in an amorphous, hydrated and volume-active oxide is proposed: Within the oxide ﬁlm,
cobalt ions at the margins of Co-oxo fragments undergo CoII 4 CoIII 4 CoIV oxidation-state changes
coupled to structural modiﬁcation and deprotonation of Co-oxo bridges. By the encounter of two (or more)
CoIV ions, an active site is formed at which the O–O bond-formation step can take place. The Tafel slope is
determined by both the interaction between cobalt ions (width of the redox transition) and their encounter
probability. Our results represent a ﬁrst step toward the development of new concepts that address the solid-
molecular Janus nature of the amorphous oxide. Insights and concepts described herein for the Co-based
catalyst ﬁlm may be of general relevance also for other amorphous oxides with water-oxidation activity.Broader context
The global energy problem and specically the sustainable production of non-fossil fuels pose major scientic challenges. In this context, the development of
catalysts for water oxidation which are exclusively based on earth-abundant chemical elements is of special importance. Amorphous transition metal oxides are
prime candidates. They may be conceived as hydrated oxide fragments of molecular dimensions with properties of both solid oxide materials and molecular metal
complexes. Their Janus nature raises the question of how the molecular properties relate, at the atomic level, to reaction mechanisms and the general mode of
catalysis in the solid-state material. Among the various transition metal oxides, amorphous cobalt oxide (CoCat) is a prime choice due to its self-repair ability in the
neutral (non-aggressive) pH regime. CoCat shares structural motifs with the photosynthetic manganese complex of photosystem II, as established before. Now it is
discovered that also the structural changes during water oxidation could be similar in the amorphous oxide and the biological catalyst. The identication of unifying
themes, on the one hand, and adapted descriptions of the mode of catalysis in the respective catalytic system, on the other hand, are important steps towards an
understanding of water oxidation by amorphous oxides, which eventually could facilitate knowledge-guided optimization of catalyst performance.llee 14, 14195 Berlin, Germany. E-mail:
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hemistry 2015Introduction
In articial photosynthesis and other technological schemes
aiming at the ‘ab initio production’ of non-fossil fuels, there is a
need for eﬃcient water-oxidation catalysts.1–5 Ideally, these
catalysts can be operated under benign conditions, at moderate
pH and room temperature. The avoidance of rare chemical
elements, specically noble metals, in the catalyst design is
desirable so that neither scarcity nor cost issues would prevent
implementation at a scale of global relevance.Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674 | 661














































View Article OnlineThere are promising developments regarding molecular
water-oxidation catalysts based on ruthenium,6–9 a relatively
scarce element. Molecular polyoxometalates are relatively stable
in homogenous water-oxidation catalysis;10–15 but stability in
heterogeneous hybrid systems may be problematic.16 The
synthesis of molecular water-oxidation catalysts consisting of
rst-row transition metals coordinated by organic ligand
systems has been approached for decades with much ingenuity,
but these attempts have not resulted in a clear technological
perspective yet. In this situation, the 2008 report of Kanan and
Nocera17 on facile electrodeposition of a self-repairing cobalt-
based electrocatalyst of water oxidation in buﬀered near-neutral
solutions (e.g. phosphate buﬀer) has inuenced the research on
production of non-fossil fuels strongly. Meanwhile this ‘dark
catalyst’ (hereaer denoted as CoCat) has been combined
repeatedly with photoactive material systems thereby facili-
tating light-driven water oxidation.18–22 The 2008 report17 of the
electrodeposited CoCat has spurred a wave of investigations on
this material class. In the meantime, also the facile electrode-
position of amorphous water-oxidation catalysts based on
nickel23 and manganese24 with reasonable eﬃciency at neutral-
pH has been reported, which share structural motifs among
each other24–29 and with water-oxidizing Mn–Ca oxide parti-
cles.30,31 We believe that all these catalyst materials are not only
closely related based on structural properties, but also
regarding basic functional principles. They may be members of
the same class of amorphous, hydrated oxide materials with
specic functional properties that set them aside from classical
heterogeneous catalysts (see also ref. 32).
The amorphous (non-diﬀracting) catalyst lm of Kanan and
Nocera contains cobalt ions, potassium and phosphate at an
approximate stoichiometry of 2–3 : 1 : 1.17 Neither potassium
nor phosphate is an essential constituent of the lm; both can
be replaced by other ions.17,33–37 (Therefore, we will not denote
the catalyst material as ‘cobalt-phosphate catalyst’ but, for
simplicity, as CoCat.) We showed by X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy (XAS) that the catalyst lm contains cobalt-oxide
fragments consisting of octahedrally coordinated CoIII ions
interconnected by di-m-oxo bridges, which is equivalent to edge-
sharing of CoIIIO6 octahedra25 (see also ref. 5, 28, 29, 35, and
38–40). These oxide fragments have been viewed as poly-
oxometalates with molecular dimensions of 7–16 CoO6 octa-
hedra.5,25,28,29,35,40 Gerken et al.37 developed an instructive picture
of the catalysts involving layers of anions, cations, and water
molecules between layers of cobalt dioxide, resembling in many
aspects modications of layered manganese oxides, specically
birnessites and buserites.41,42 Whereas CoIII ions clearly prevail
in the resting state of CoCat, EPR spectroscopy facilitated
detection of CoII or CoIV ions aer exposure of thick CoCat lms
to low or high electrochemical potentials;43 recently CoIV was
also detected in amorphous cobalt oxide at alkaline pH.44
A problematic aspect of the EPR experiments43 is their ex situ
character; changes in the cobalt oxidation state aer removal of
the catalyst material from the electrolyte are likely to aﬀect the
results on the cobalt oxidation-state composition.
In an initial mechanistic proposal, cobalt ions are cycled
through the solid and liquid phase,45 but this mode of catalysis662 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674is no longer favored for near neutral solutions such as the
phosphate buﬀer (KPi).37 Later electrokinetic data revealed that
a one-decade enhancement in catalytic current required either
an electric-potential increase by close to 60 mV or a pH increase
by one unit.46 On these grounds, it was circumstantially
concluded that, by a reversible proton-coupled electron transfer
(PCET) step, a [CoIV]O]/[CoIII–OH] equilibrium distribution is
established before the onset of a rate-limiting O–O bond
formation step,46 largely in line with ref. 37 (for buﬀered elec-
trolyte solutions). However, the dependence of the CoIV
concentration on the electrochemical potential determined in
the present investigation is at variance with the simple equi-
librium model of ref. 46. Putative reaction pathways have also
been studied by ab initio calculations,47,48 but their relation to
the reactions taking place in the real catalyst material is unclear.
We feel that the previous proposed mechanistic models are, all
in all, unsatisfactorily supported by experimental results. For
further progress, the direct experimental tracking of the
potential-dependence of cobalt oxidation states and of the
coupling of oxidation state changes on structural changes
represents a crucial next step, which is approached in the
present investigation.
The bulk volume of the CoCat lm formed on an inert
electrode participates in redox transitions and water-oxidation
catalysis, as discussed elsewhere32 and is strongly supported
also by the results of the present work. Therefore we approached
tracking of mechanistically relevant oxidation-state and struc-
tural changes of the amorphous catalyst material by X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) employing in situ (or in operando)
experiments, that is, the direct combination of synchrotron-
based XAS with the electrochemical experiment. Detection of
UV-Vis-absorption time courses and time-resolved mass-spec-
troscopic detection of dioxygen formation facilitates comple-
mentary insight into the temporal sequence of events.
Ultimately, the mode of catalysis in the amorphous, hydrated
and volume-active oxide is discussed. The insight obtained for
CoCat may be of general relevance also for other amorphous
oxides with water-oxidation activity.
Experimental
XAS measurements – in situ experiment
CoCat-coated electrodes were prepared by electrodeposition in a
separate electrochemical setup before start of the in situ XAS
measurements from a solution of 0.5 mM Co2+ ions in 0.1 M KPi
at pH 7 (deposition of about 50 nmol cm1 of Co ions, see ESI†
for further details). The in situ XAS measurements were per-
formed at the SuperXAS beamline of the Swiss Light Source
(SLS) in Villigen, Switzerland. The excitation energy was
selected by a double-crystal monochromator (Si-111, detuning
to 50% intensity, scan range of 7650–8400 eV) and used to
irradiate the backside of the ITO/PET electrode at an angle of
45. The spot size of the X-ray beam on the sample was 5 mm 
1 mm. Due to the employment of a large spot size (defocussed
beam) and a rapid-scanning mode, the inuence of radiation-
induced modications was negligible, as veried by control
experiments. The cobalt K-edge uorescence was monitoredThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015














































View Article Onlineperpendicular to the incident beam by a scintillation detector
(19.6 cm2 active area, 51BMI/2E1-YAP-Neg, Scionix), which
was shielded by a 25 mm iron foil against scattered X-rays and
visible light. The detector consisted of a scintillating crystal
(yttrium aluminum perovskite) converting X-ray photons into
visible light, which was subsequently detected by a fast
photomultiplier.XAS sample preparation – freeze-quench method
The freeze-quench XAS approach involved the following ve
stages: (1) a lm of CoCat was electrodeposited on a glassy
carbon electrode, which was an integral part of the XAS sample
holder. (2) Aer CoCat formation, the cobalt-containing phos-
phate buﬀer was exchanged against a cobalt-free buﬀer to
facilitate interrogation of the redox-behavior of the CoCat lm
without interference by lm formation. (3) The CoCat was
equilibrated potentiostatically for 2 min at the desired poten-
tial. (4) Keeping the voltage between the working and counter
electrode constant, the CoCat was rapidly frozen by immersion
in liquid nitrogen; the counter and working electrodes were
disconnected aer freezing. (5) Fluorescence-detected X-ray
absorption spectra at the cobalt K-edge were collected at
beamline KMC-1 (ref. 49) of the BESSY synchrotron operated by
the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) using an energy-resolving
13-element uorescence detector (Canberra); lter foils were
not employed. The measurements were performed at 20 K using
a cryostat (Oxford-Danfysik) with a liquid-helium ow system.
The excitation energies (scan range 7600–8300 eV) were selected
by a double-crystal monochromator (Si-111).Diﬀerential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS)
The details of the diﬀerential electron mass spectroscopy
(DEMS) set-up are given in ref. 50. Briey, the inlet system
between the electrochemical cell and the diﬀerential pumped
vacuum system of the mass spectrometer (Balzers; QMI 420,
QME 125, QMA 125 with 90 oﬀ axis SEM) consists of a porous
hydrophobic membrane, covered with a porous gold layer of 100
nm thickness. This gold layer serves as a working electrode
within a three-electrode electrochemical cell. CoCat was elec-
trodeposited on the gold working electrode. Oxygen, which is
formed at the working electrode, will diﬀuse mostly into the
mass spectrometer (low pressure at the mass spectrometer side
of the membrane), where it is detected simultaneously with the
electrochemical data. The response time of the mass spec-
trometer is of the order of one second. A mercury sulfate elec-
trode was used as the reference.
For further experimental details, see ESI.†Fig. 1 In situ cobalt K-edge X-ray absorption spectra of the CoCat ﬁlm
(thickness of 40 nm,32 50 nmol Co per cm2) at various electrode
potentials and pH. The spectrum of CoII3(PO4)2 is shown for
comparison. CoCat edge spectra are shown (A) for selected potentials
(vs. NHE) at pH 7 and (B) for selected pH values at a constant anode
potential of 0.95 V vs.NHE. The similarity of identically colored spectra
in A and B suggests that cobalt oxidation can be driven either by an
increase of the electrode potential or by a pH increase.Results
Potential and pH dependence of CoII/ CoIII/ CoIV
oxidation from in situ and freeze-quench XAS
Aer electrodeposition, the CoCat lm was operated in an
electrochemical three-electrode cell and simultaneously moni-
tored by XAS (in situ or in operando XAS experiment). TheThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015selected anode potential was applied for 100 s before collection
of spectra at room temperature.
The X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) provides
insight into the oxidation state and coordination environment
of the metal ions.51 Oxidation state changes of the cobalt atoms
in the electrodeposited cobalt catalyst (CoCat) are reected by a
shi of the XANES edge positions.51–53 For increasing anode
potential (Fig. 1A) or pH (Fig. 1B), the CoCat edge position
shied to higher energies indicating Co oxidation. The edge
position of the spectra taken at pH 7 and pH 9 diﬀers by about
1.0 eV (Fig. 1B) which is comparable to the 1.2 eV shi found for
the increase of the electrode potential from 0.95 V to 1.35 V at
pH 7 (Fig. 1A). Aside from the edge shi and changes of the pre-
edge magnitude (Fig. S1 and S2†), there are only minor changes
in the shape of the XANES spectra recorded at pH 7, 8 and 9.
To quantify the clearly visible shis in the X-ray edge spectra
of Fig. 1, the X-ray edge position was described by a single
number, namely the edge energy calculated by the integral
method described elsewhere.51 The resulting edge energies
determined for CoCat equilibrated at various potentials and pH
are shown in Fig. 2. For increasing potentials, we observed a
sigmoidal increase of the edge position and hence of the Co
oxidation state. For increasing pH, the ‘titration curve’ shis to
lower potentials with little variation of its shape. The upper
limiting edge position (7721.4 eV) was approached indepen-
dently of the electrolyte pH.
We estimate an increase of the edge energy by about 2.3 eV
per cobalt oxidation-state unit from a calibration curve obtained
for reference compounds with known oxidation states
(Fig. S3†). The edge position of CoCat lms frozen quickly aer
preparation was reported as 7721.0 eV (estimated formal
oxidation state of +3.07).40 In the experimental series discussed
herein, the calculated oxidation states vary from 2.60  0.10 atEnergy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674 | 663
Fig. 2 X-ray edge positions and estimated (mean) oxidation states of
CoCat recorded after equilibration at the indicated potential and pH.
Open black squares indicate measurements obtained by the freeze-
quench method at pH 7. All other measurements (solid symbols) were
performed in situ. The solid lines were obtained by simulation of the
experimental data based on a modiﬁed Nernst equation assuming two
redox transitions (CoII/III and CoIII/IV) of interacting cobalt sites, as
detailed further below. Error bars represent the standard error (95%
conﬁdence interval) of at least 8 independent measurements.
Fig. 3 Oxidative charging of CoCat at pH 7 followed by freeze-
quench XAS (squares), optical absorption spectroscopy (diamonds)
and electrochemical coulometry (triangles). Solid lines were added to
guide the eye. The traces and axes of the three measurements are
oﬀset vertically, for clarity. The horizontal, dashed line indicates the
typical edge energy of CoIII ions. We note that the optical absorption at
600 nm (A600; diamonds) provides a qualitative measure of the cobalt
oxidation state as its trace is congruent with the other two traces. The
oxidative charging was also determined by the current integration
using a protocol of oxidation at the indicated potentials and followed
by reduction at 0.8 V (Qred; triangles). The rightmost scale relates the
number of singly reduced cobalt ions (Nred as obtained from Qred) to
the total number of deposited cobalt ions (Ndep) and thus provides a
quantiﬁcation of the oxidative charging in percent of the Co atoms of
the CoCat sample. The amount of electrodeposited cobalt was 50
nmol cm2 in the XAS and UV-vis experiment, but less for coulometry
(14 nmol cm2). Error bars represent the standard error (95% conﬁ-
dence interval) of at least 8 independent measurements.














































View Article Onlinelow potential (e.g., 0.75 V vs. NHE at pH 9) to 3.25  0.10 at
higher potential. There are no reports that a solid oxide can
have a cobalt oxidation state lower than +2 or higher than +4.
While Co complexes with oxidation states of CoI and CoV are
known, they require more intricate ligands than oxygen for
stabilization.54 Therefore, we assume that in CoCat, the exper-
imentally determined mean oxidation states are not aﬀected by
contributions from CoI or CoV. The fractional oxidation state of
+2.6 can be translated into populations of about 40% CoII and
60% CoIII. Likewise, the fully oxidized state translates into
populations of about 25% CoIV and 75% CoIII (see ESI† for
details of calculation).
The X-ray absorption data cannot exclude the coexistence of
CoII, CoIII, and CoIV ions in the reduced or oxidized CoCat.
However at electrode potentials (E) below 1.0 V (at pH 7), any
sizeable CoIV population is unlikely because the diﬀerence to
the estimated midpoint potential (Em) of the Co
III 4 CoIV
transition is too signicant (Em2  E > 0.2 V). Likewise, any
sizeable CoII population is unlikely at potentials above 1.25 V
(E Em1 > 0.2 V). At intermediate potentials (e.g. 1.1 V at pH 7), a
dominating CoIII population could coexist with CoII and CoIV
ions. (The numerical values of Em1 and Em2 are discussed
further below.)
For XAS of CoCat lms deposited on the working electrode
and equilibrated at a specic potential, we also used a freeze-
quench approach that ensures a well-dened redox state of the
spectroscopically investigated catalyst lms and facilitates data
collection at liquid helium temperatures (20 K). Data collection
at cryogenic temperatures is advantageous because (i) the
oxidation state of the catalyst is well preserved for extended data
collection periods, (ii) modication of the catalyst by X-ray
exposure (radiation damage) is minimized, and (iii) the signif-
icance of the EXAFS data is enhanced (as dynamic contributions
to the Debye–Waller parameter are negligibly small). The X-ray
edge energies (Fig. 2) as well as the spectral shape of the freeze-
quench and in situ spectra do not diﬀer signicantly (Fig. S1†).664 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674This comparison veries that the freeze-quench and in situ
method access the same electrochemical state of CoCat
(the same oxidation state and structure).
Electrochemical coulometry was employed for the verica-
tion of the extent of oxidation state changes in CoCat (the
experimental protocol is illustrated in Fig. S4†). We nd that for
a maximally oxidized lm (potential $1.35 V), approximately
(60  10)% of the cobalt ions are oxidized, in comparison to the
CoCat lm equilibrated at 0.95 V. This gure is in full agree-
ment with the estimate derived from XAS data. Furthermore, a
similar sigmoidal relationship between the potential and
oxidation state is detected by coulometry and XAS (Fig. 3).
The diﬀerence between the cobalt oxidation states in our
experimental series covers up to 0.65 oxidation-state units. This
value could mean that about 65% of the cobalt ion population
becomes oxidized by one equivalent for an increase in the anode
potential from the lowest to the highest investigated level.
Alternatively, about 40% of the cobalt ions undergo the CoII/III
transition and about 60% of these reach the CoIV state at the
highest potential. In any event, the quantitative character of
cobalt oxidation in CoCat is remarkable. It implies that the
redox activity of CoCat is not restricted to a minor fraction of Co
ions located at the surface of the catalyst, in line with catalytic
activity of the bulk volume of the CoCat lm.32 CoCat is found to
be a redox-active material with a high capacity for storing
(or accumulating) oxidation equivalents.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015














































View Article OnlineIn conclusion, the Co oxidation state depends on applied
potential and pH. For both reduction and rise of the electrode
potential, saturation is observed meaning that a potential
decrease below 0.85 V (NHE) or increase above 1.45 V is not
coupled to any major oxidation-state change within the inves-
tigated pH range. The maximal concentration of CoIV ions in
CoCat appears to be close to 25% (at high potentials); the
maximal CoII may be as high as 40% (at low potentials). Both








respectively). Not only an increase in the anode potential but
also an increase in pH induces Co oxidation suggesting that the
oxidative charging of CoCat involves proton-coupled electron
transfer (PCET). There are no indications of Co oxidation
coupled to charge-compensating potassium release or phos-
phate uptake; albeit this cannot be excluded rigorously.
Comparison of cyclic voltammograms collected at various pH
values conrms the prevalence of PCET (Fig. S5†).Oxidation-state changes monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy
In search of an eﬃcient in-house experiment for monitoring
oxidation-state changes at reasonable time resolution (10 ms or
better), we investigated the optical spectra in the near-UV and
visible range (UV-Vis, 300–1000 nm) and observed pronounced
spectral changes, which may relate to the previously reported
‘electrochromicity’ of cobalt oxides.55 In electrochemical in situ
experiments, UV-Vis spectra were recorded at room temperature
aer equilibration at selected electrode potentials. The molar
extinction coeﬃcient, 3, at 400 nm increased from 1 103 to 3
103 L mol1 cm1 when the potential was increased from 0.8 V
to 1.4 V (Fig. 4, see ESI† for the calculation of 3). Charge transferFig. 4 Optical absorption spectra of the CoCat ﬁlm electrodeposited
on transparent electrodes and detected in electrochemical in situ
experiments. (A) Spectra collected at the indicated potentials (pH 7); (B)
diﬀerence spectra for an increase in the potential from 0.85 (vs. NHE)
to the indicated level. The latter panel demonstrates that the spectral
shape of the absorption increase diﬀers from the spectrum collected
at 0.85 V, but is largely identical for all potential steps. The CoCat ﬁlm
(thickness of about 40 nm (ref. 32)) had been deposited at 1.35 V for 10
min (about 50 nmol Co per cm2), resulting in a semi-transparent
working electrode. The calculation of the molar extinction coeﬃcient
(3) is described in the ESI† (eqn (S5)–(S6)).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015transitions (both ligand–metal and metal–metal) or d–d tran-
sitions could be involved.56 Since extinction coeﬃcients of
several thousands are rarely observed for d–d transitions in
metal ions with octahedral coordination,57 we favor assignment
to charge transfer processes, as has been proposed for related
Co oxides.58
In the UV-Vis spectra, an absorption peak at 405 nm is
present at low potentials and transforms into a broad shoulder
at elevated potentials (Fig. 4A); the diﬀerence spectrum
assignable to Co oxidation is characterized by a peak at 515 nm
(Fig. 4B). The ex situ spectrum in ref. 59 is qualitatively similar
to the in situ spectrum that we obtained for an applied potential
of about 1.25 V. Since the spectral shape of the absorption
increase for wavelengths between 500 nm and 900 nm is largely
identical for all applied potentials (Fig. 4B), any wavelength in
this range is well suited to follow the absorption changes of
CoCat.
The absorption at the minimum of the UV-Vis spectra at 600
nm was used to assess how closely this absorption signal traces
the changes in the cobalt oxidation state (A600 in Fig. 3). Within
the limits of accuracy, we found full agreement between the
potential dependence of the optical absorption, the XANES edge
position and the oxidative charging as determined by coulom-
etry (Pearson correlation coeﬃcient60 exceeding 98%). In
conclusion, oxidation-state changes of CoCat can be monitored
by detection of optical absorption changes. Absolute values for
Co oxidation states cannot be determined from the UV-Vis
absorption spectrum directly. Yet this approach is well suited to
monitor oxidation state changes in time-resolved experiments.Midpoint potentials from UV-Vis and XAS data
The combination of electrochemistry with time-resolved moni-
toring of oxidation state changes by UV-Vis spectroscopy can
reveal the catalytic and non-catalytic contributions to the elec-
tric current in cyclic-voltammetry experiments. The IUPAC
denes the oxidation state as the (formal) net charge on an
ion;61 hence the time derivative of the mean oxidation state of
Co ions of CoCat corresponds to a current (dQ/dt). Herein this
current is positive when electrons are removed from the Co ion
(Co oxidation) and negative when electrons are added (Co
reduction). In a cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiment, we detec-
ted the anode current and the optical absorption at 600 nm
simultaneously. As discussed above, the absorption signal (A600)
reects the cobalt oxidation state. Consequently, the rst
derivative of the absorption signal (dA600/dt) represents a
current assignable either to cobalt oxidation (dA600/dt > 0) or
reduction (dA600/dt < 0). For potentials insuﬃcient to drive
water oxidation by CoCat (<1.1 V), the electric current and the
calculated current assignable to cobalt oxidation (dA600/dt)
match perfectly (Fig. 5), which conrms our approach.
The calculation of the cobalt oxidation/reduction currents
from the absorption derivative reveals that there are two distinct
redox-transitions (Fig. 5), which we assign to the CoII/CoIII
couple (Em1 ¼ 1.01 V) and the CoIII/CoIV couple (Em2 ¼ 1.22 V).
The Nernst equation describes the relationship between the
concentration of reduced and oxidized species of an ion orEnergy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674 | 665
Fig. 5 Cyclic voltammograms of a thin CoCat ﬁlm (40 nm (ref. 32)) in
comparison to changes of the optical absorption (dA600/dt). The
current density is shown as a dotted line and the corresponding y-axis
is located on the left. The solid line represents the ﬁrst derivative
(dA600/dt) of the optical absorption at 600 nm, which in the absence of
catalytic activity follows the trace of the current density closely.
Asterisks mark minima and maxima of the absorption derivative, which
yield midpoint potentials of 1.01 V and 1.22 V (indicated by dashed
vertical lines). The experiments were conducted in 0.1 M KPi solutions
at pH 7 at a sweep rate of 20 mV s1; the arrows indicate the scan
direction. The potential axes were not corrected for iR-drop (negligible
inﬂuence on Em1 and Em2).
Fig. 6 Simulation of the potential-dependence of the mean Co
oxidation state assuming two redox-transitions (CoII/III, Em1; Co
III/IV,
Em2) and interacting cobalt sites. (A) Inﬂuence of the interaction
parameter, E 00i, on the shape of the simulated curve for a cobalt catalyst
ﬁlm at pH 7 (in situ data from Fig. 2; open squares). (B) Midpoint
potentials obtained by simulation of the datasets in Fig. 2 (see Table S1†
for parameters). The solid diamonds indicate the midpoint potentials
as estimated on the basis of the optical absorption signal collected
during CV (dA600/dt in Fig. 5) and open triangles indicate the XAS data.
The error bars of the Em-values and the error range for the indicated














































View Article Onlinemolecule in solution. For description of the redox transitions of
CoCat, application of an analogous equation might be consid-
ered, namely:
eV ¼ eEmi + kBT ln[(Y  Ymin,i)/(Ymax,i  Y)], (1)
with e being the elementary charge, V the electrode potential,
Emi the midpoint potential of the i
th redox transition (herein i is
either 1 or 2), kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature
in Kelvin. In eqn (1), the (mean) Co oxidation state at the
respective potential is denoted as Y; the minimal oxidation state
is denoted as Ymin,i (e.g., Ymin,1 is equal to +2.6 for the Co
II/III
transition of CoCat), and themaximal oxidation state is denoted
as Ymax,i (e.g., Ymax,1 is equal to +3 for the Co
II/III transition).
However eqn (1) cannot be applied directly to the redox
transitions of CoCat. In this amorphous solid-state material, the
Co ions are closely packed and oxidation of a minor fraction of
cobalt ions will aﬀect the potential needed for oxidation of the
remaining fraction by electronic and non-covalent interactions
between Co sites. Thus, we propose a description by a modied
Nernst equation:
eV ¼ eEmi + kBT ln[(Y  Ymin,i)/(Ymax,i  Y)] + E 0i (Y), (2)
where E 0i(Y) describes an interaction energy between Co sites
which depends on the mean Co oxidations state. For descrip-
tion of the oxidative charge storage by transition-metal oxides of
battery materials, a similar approach was used and it was
assumed that E 0i depends linearly on the mean metal oxidation
state.62 We assume that the magnitude of the interaction can be
described, to a rst approximation, as
E 0i(Y) ¼ E 00i ln[(Y  Ymin,i)/(Ymax,i  Y)], (3)666 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674where E 00i represents a potential-independent energy value
which determines the magnitude of the interaction energy. On
these grounds, simulation of the relationship between mean Co
oxidation state and the electrode potential was approached (for
mathematical details, see the ESI†). Fig. 6A illustrates the
inuence of the interaction energy. The interaction parameter
(E 001 ¼ E 002 ¼ 30 meV, dashed line in Fig. 6A) resulted in a
simulated curve that matched the experimental data well;
values close to 30 meV also facilitated a good description for the
data collected at pH 8 and pH 9.
The simulated curves for pH 7, pH 8 and pH 9 are shown in
Fig. 2 (solid lines) using the parameters shown in Table S1;†
only the two midpoint potentials, Em1 and Em2, had been vari-
able simulation parameters in the curve-t of the potential
dependence. The pH-dependence of Em1 (80  20 mV per pH)
and Em2 (120  30 mV per pH) may diﬀer from each other and
diﬀer clearly from the 60 mV per pH suggested for the CoIV
concentration on the basis of mere electrochemical analysis.46
Rather than providing precise numerical values, our analysis
demonstrates a general point, namely that the discussion of the
redox behavior of the amorphous solid-state catalysts cannot be
approached by using directly the concepts developed for ionic or
molecular species in solution. Neither does eqn (1) provide a
reasonable description of the Co oxidation-state changes nor is
eqn (1) predicted to be applicable because of strongly interacting
metal sites in oxide materials. We note that this conclusion is atpH-dependence of the two midpoint potentials correspond to the
standard error (68% conﬁdence).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015














































View Article Onlinevariance with the rationale used in ref. 46 for deriving a mecha-
nistic model.Coupling of O2-formation to Co reduction
In parallel to recording a cyclic voltammogram (CV), the oxygen-
evolution rate was detected by diﬀerential electrochemical mass
spectroscopy (DEMS, in KPi at pH 7, Fig. 7). The electric current
in the CV is found to be shied relative to the oxygen evolution
rate for both increasing potential (Fig. 7A) and decreasing
potential (Fig. 7B). The mass spectrometer response time did not
cause the observed shis between electric current and oxygen-
evolution rate as similar shis are not observed for a bare gold
electrode (Fig. S6†). For increasing anode potentials, the shi is
explainable by oxidative charging of CoCat before the onset of
water oxidation, as also suggested by the absorption changes
detected during CV (Fig. 5). For decreasing anode potentials in
the potential range of about 1.15–1.25 V, the DEMS signal indi-
cates ongoing dioxygen formation at negative (reductive) elec-
trical current. We explain this surprising behavior as follows. At
high potentials, the net current is oxidative and corresponds to
the rate of dioxygen formation. However, upon lowering of the
potential with 20 mV s1, the Co ions in the lm are reduced by
both a reductive anode current (negative electrical current) and
ongoing water oxidation (detection of dioxygen formation).Fig. 7 Cyclic voltammograms of a CoCat ﬁlm (65 nm (ref. 32)) with
simultaneous detection of the rate of oxygen evolution by mass
spectroscopy. In both panels, the current density is shown as a dotted
line. The oxygen-evolution rate (d[O2]/dt) is displayed as a solid line for
(A) increasing potential and (B) decreasing potential. The midpoint
potentials from Fig. 5 are indicated by dashed vertical lines. All
experiments were conducted in 0.1 M KPi solutions at pH 7 with a
sweep rate of 20 mV s1; the arrows indicate the scan direction. The
potential axes were not corrected for iR-drop. The comparably high
current densities in the above experiments are explainable by an
especially high amount of cobalt ions deposited on the porous gold
with a roughness that is by about 4 times higher than for the ITO or
glassy carbon used otherwise (see also ESI†).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015To investigate further the coupling between water oxidation
and Co reduction, we used a protocol, in which CoCat was
repeatedly oxidized electrochemically and allowed to relax
under open-circuit (OC) conditions. Both the open-circuit
potential and the absorption at 600 nm (A600) were monitored
(Fig. 8). Initially an anode potential of 1.35 V was applied for 2
min. The rising UV-Vis absorption (A600 in Fig. 8) reects the
increase in the mean Co oxidation state to an estimated level of
+3.15. Aer 2 min, the current stemming from Co oxidation was
negligible and the detected electric current density of 350 mA
cm2 resulted from water oxidation. The subsequent transition
to OC conditions was followed by a multiphasic decrease of the
OC-potential (red line in Fig. 8, 2nd to 7th min) and Co oxidation
state (blue line), which we explain as follows. Under OC
conditions, the electrode current was zero, but ongoing water
oxidation caused reduction of Co ions and thus also a decrease
of the OC potential. By mass-spectroscopic detection (DEMS),
we veried that oxygen indeed is evolved under open-circuit
conditions (Fig. S7†). From the initial slope of the A600-signal,
we calculate a reductive current density of about 400 mA cm2,
which is comparable (within the error limits) to the current
density of 350 mA cm2 measured before the switching to OC-
conditions.
To support the above interpretation, two further potentials
were applied. Application of 1.15 V resulted in a minor increase
in the mean oxidation state (7th to 9th min). Aer transition to
OC conditions, Co reduction was observed (9th to 14th min), but
at a low rate corresponding to a current density of only 1.4 0.1
mA cm2. The estimated reduction current was more than twoFig. 8 Electrode potential (vs.NHE, red line) and absorption at 600 nm
(A600, blue line) for a protocol of alternating potentiostatic and open-
circuit (OC) operation of a thin CoCat ﬁlm (40 nm (ref. 32)). Data points
were collected every 200 ms. The cyan-colored squares show every
500th point of the original dataset; the blue line represents the
absorption data after smoothing by a 500-point window. The electric
current density before transition to OC conditions detected at 1.35 V
was 350 mA cm2 (1.4 mA at 1.15 V; 0.0 mA at 1.05 V). Calculation of the
oxidation-state axis (mean cobalt oxidation state, rightmost axis) and
of the indicated catalytic current, Icat, from the absorption derivative is
described in the ESI.† The electrode-potential axis (left y-axis) was not
corrected for iR-drop.
Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674 | 667














































View Article Onlinehundred times smaller than at 1.35 V because the water-oxida-
tion overpotential was smaller by 200 mV. Application of 1.05 V
(14th to 16th min) resulted in Co reduction, but no further
change in the Co oxidation state was observable upon transition
to OC conditions (16th to 20th min) because of insuﬃcient
overpotential for water oxidation.
In conclusion, the experiments of Fig. 7, 8 and S7† consis-
tently suggest a mode of water oxidation by the CoCat material
where oxidizing equivalents are accumulated by oxidation of Co
ions before the onset of a relatively slow water-oxidation step. In
the water-oxidation step, dioxygen formation is coupled to the
reduction of Co ions.Structural changes in the CoCat redox transitions assessed by
EXAFS analysis
The absorption derivatives measured during cyclic voltammetry
as well as the XAS data suggest that there are two distinct redox
transitions described by two specic midpoint potentials, Em1
and Em2 (Fig. 5 and 6). The accompanying structural changes, at
the atomic level, were explored by EXAFS analysis of spectra
collected at the Co K-edge.
Visual inspection of the Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra
(Fig. 9 and S8†) indicates that structural changes are associated
with both redox transitions. Changes in the rst coordinationFig. 9 Fourier-transformed EXAFS spectra (A) and magnitude of
Fourier peaks (B and C). (A) Fourier-transforms (FTs) of EXAFS spectra
collected in situ after equilibration at the indicated potentials at pH 9.
The FT was calculated for EXAFS data ranging from 3.0 A˚1 and 11.5 A˚1
(on a wavevector scale); the internuclear distances determined by
EXAFS simulations are by 0.3–0.4 A˚ longer than the indicated reduced
distance. (B) Fourier-peak amplitude of the Co–O vectors of 1.9 A˚
length assignable to the 5–6 of oxygen ligands of the ﬁrst Co coor-
dination sphere. (C) Fourier-peak amplitude of the Co–Co vectors of
2.8 A˚ length assignable to 3–5 di-m-oxo bridged Co ions in the second
Co coordination sphere. The respective structural motifs are sche-
matically shown (Co in black; O in gray). The symbols represent the FT
peak amplitudes of the in situ experiment at pH 9 (solid circles), pH 7
(solid squares) and the amplitudes of the freeze-quench experiment at
pH 7 (open squares). The left and right axis correspond to in situ and
freeze-quench data. Lines were added to guide the eye. For further
Fourier transforms of EXAFS spectra, see Fig. S8.†
668 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674sphere of the X-ray absorbing Co ions (1st FT peak, Co–O
distances of 1.9 A˚ length) as well as in the second coordination
sphere (2nd FT peak, 2.8 A˚ Co–Co distances) are suggested by
changes in the amplitudes of the respective Fourier peak. The
plot of the amplitude of the Co–O peak suggests a change in the
rst coordination sphere accompanying the Em1-transition
(Fig. 9B). The potential-dependence of the peak heights asso-
ciated with the Co–Co distances was found to be bell-shaped
(Fig. 9C) suggesting structural changes associated with both
redox transitions. The in situ EXAFS data collected at pH 7 and
pH 9 indicate that an increase of the electrolyte pH shis the
potential dependence of the respective structural changes to
lower potentials, analogous to the trend observed for the edge
position (Fig. 2).
In general, the amplitude of a peak obtained by Fourier-
transformation of an EXAFS spectrum depends on two factors
(see eqn (S2)†):
(1) The peak amplitude is proportional to the number of
vectors, NO/Co (also denoted as the EXAFS coordination
number), connecting the X-ray absorbing atom (herein Co) and
the backscattering atoms of the respective coordination sphere
(O/Co).
(2) The peak decreases for an increased width of the distance
distribution function of the backscattering atoms in the
respective coordination sphere, which is typically described by
means of a Debye–Waller parameter, sO/Co.
By simulation of the EXAFS spectra (without involving a
Fourier transformation), discrimination between the inuence
of the NO/Co and sO/Co on the FT amplitude can be achieved, as
described below.
Comparing the in situ data collected at room temperature
with the freeze-quench data collected at 20 K data, we nd that
the FT peak amplitudes of the EXAFS spectra collected at 20 K
are higher. This is expected. At room temperature the distance
distribution function is broadened by thermally excited metal–
ligand vibrations resulting in dampened EXAF oscillations and
thus lower FT-peak amplitudes. In the following, we focus on
the data obtained by the freeze-quench approach. For evalua-
tion of the room-temperature EXAFS data, see ESI.†
The EXAFS simulations suggest that the CoII/III oxidation in
the Em1-transitions is associated with an increase in the number
of oxygen atoms in the rst Co coordination sphere (increase in
NO, Fig. 10A, but constancy of sO, Fig. 10C). The Co–O bond
length decreases from low to high potentials (Fig. 10B), in line
with the increase in the Co oxidation state. Average Co–O bond
lengths have been calculated for extended sets of crystallo-
graphically characterized compounds.63 For CoII, the average
bond lengths are 1.960 A˚ (4-coordinated), 2.043 A˚ (5-coordi-
nated) and 2.093 A˚ (6-coordinated); for octahedral CoIII
compounds, the average bond length is 1.895 A˚.63 In Fig. 10B
however, bond lengths assignable to CoII (>2.0 A˚) or CoIV
(<1.85 A˚) are not resolved.
By using a more diﬀerentiated simulation approach (Fig. S10
and S11†), we could resolve bond lengths of below 1.85 A˚ in the
oxidized CoCat and above 2.0 A˚ in the reduced CoCat. We assign
the bond length of 1.75 A˚ (Fig. S10†) or 1.80 A˚ (Fig. S11†) to
CoIV–O vectors and the bond length of 2.05 A˚ to ve-coordinatedThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Fig. 10 Simulation results of the EXAFS assignable to the Co–O
vectors of the ﬁrst cobalt coordination sphere (A, B, and C) and of the
Co–Co vectors assignable to Co2(m-O)2 motifs (D, E, and F). The data
were collected using the freeze-quench method (pH 7); analogous
simulation results for in situ data (pH 7 and pH 9) are shown in Fig. S9.†
By least-squares ﬁtting of k3-weighted EXAFS data (k3c(k)), we deter-
mined the EXAFS coordination numbers (NO/Co, in (A) and (D)),
distances (RO/Co in (B) and (E)), and theDebye–Waller parameter (sO/Co,
in (C) and (F)). Dashed vertical lines indicate the position of the two
midpoint potentials, Em1 and Em2. The ﬁlled circles indicate the simu-
lation results obtained with unconstraint parameters in both coordi-
nation shells. The squares in (A) represent the total coordination
number obtained by a more diﬀerentiated simulation approach
involving two distinct Co–O distances (Fig. S10†). The diamonds in (D)
and (F) indicate alternative simulations for which sCo was ﬁxed at
potentials below Em2 and NCo was ﬁxed at potentials above Em2. The
error bars represent the standard error of at least 5 simulated spectra
(68% conﬁdence interval).














































View Article OnlineCoII ions, while a Co–O distance of 1.89 A˚ is assigned to six-
coordinated CoIII ions. The rened simulation approach resul-
ted in an increase in the Co coordination number from 5.5 to
about 6.0 for the Em1-transition (Fig. 10A, squares). We conclude
that the CoII/III oxidation of about 40% of the Co ions in the
Em1-transition is coupled to the transformation of ve-coordi-
nated to six-coordinated Co ions (e.g., CoIIO5/ Co
IIIO6).
There are few reports on the CoIV–O bond length in mixed Co
oxides. Using Natoli's rule,64 CoIV–O distances in Ca3Co
III,IV
4O9
of about 1.8 A˚ were calculated from XANES data.65 Using bond
valence theory,66 the calculated CoIV–O distances are around 1.8
A˚.63,67–69 Using XRD, a bond length of 1.85 A˚ was obtained for
Na0.35CoO2$yH2O.70 For formation of an oxyl radical however,
e.g., an equilibrium between CoIV]O and CoIII–Oc, the Co–OThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015bond length is predicted to exceed 1.85 A˚.71,72 In conclusion, the
EXAFS analysis supports the formation of CoIV ions at higher
potentials.
Simulations of the Co–Co distances of the second Co coor-
dination sphere reveal that the bell-shaped trace of the FT peak
heights in Fig. 9C originates from a change of both, the number
of Co–Co vectors and the EXAFS Debye–Waller parameter
(structural distance spread). The average number of Co–Co
distances, NCo, increases from 3.7 at the lowest potentials to
about 4.7 at higher potentials (Fig. 10D). The Debye–Waller
parameter, sCo, decreases from 0.069 A˚ to 0.083 A˚; this increase
is clearly associated with the second redox transition with a
midpoint potential, Em2, of about 1.22 V (Fig. 10F). The increase
in NCo and the decrease of sCo at higher potentials are directly
visible in Fourier-isolated k-space data, where NCo scales with
the amplitude of the oscillations across all wavenumbers and
the increase of sCo manifests as a damping of the amplitude at
wavenumbers greater than 8 A˚1 (Fig. S12†). A linear increase of
the Debye–Waller parameter for ascending CoIV contribution
has been observed also in a LiyCo0.85Al0.15O2 compound.73
A Co–Co distance close to 2.8 A˚ is characteristic of two Co
ions connected by two bridging oxides or hydroxides,74,75 that is,
Co2(m-O)2 or Co2(m-O)(m-OH). Thus the increase in the number
of Co–Co vectors at 2.8 A˚ is explained straightforwardly by the
formation of further di-m-oxo (or m-hydroxo) bridged pairs of
cobalt ions, likely related to the transition of ve-coordinated to
six-coordinated Co ions in the Em1-transition.
The interpretation of the increased Debye–Waller parameter
upon CoIII/IV oxidation in Em2-transition (Fig. 10D) is less
straightforward because of limitations in the information
content of the EXAFS spectra. In the EXAFS simulations, we
used a description by a symmetrical Gaussian-shaped distance
distribution function centered at RCo (of 2.81 A˚). The increase in
the Debye–Waller parameter appears to suggest a broadening of
the distance distribution function, at unchanged center
distance. However, formation of a bimodal distribution func-
tion in the Em2-transition with a minor fraction (e.g. 15%) of
slightly shorter or longer distances close to 2.81 A˚ (e.g. at 2.76 A˚)
could lead to the same simulation results namely, an increased
sCo and unchanged RCo.
Discussion
Redox activity of CoCat—two specic transitions
The investigated lms of the water-oxidizing CoCat were formed
by electrodeposition of Co ions at a density of about 50 nmol
cm2, which corresponds to an estimated thickness of the
hydrated Co/K/phosphate oxide of 40 nm.32 Using methods
which are sensitive to the bulk properties of the CoCat lm,
namely X-ray and UV-Vis spectroscopy in conjunction with
electrochemical methods, we nd that the oxide material
undergoes two specic redox transitions, most likely from a
CoII0.4Co
III
0.6 oxide via an all-Co
III oxide to a CoIII0.8Co
IV
0.2 oxide
with midpoint potentials of about 1.0 V (Em1) and 1.2 V (Em2) at
pH 7. The simultaneous presence of CoIII and with either CoII
(low potentials, low pH) or CoIV (at high potentials, high pH) is
consistent with EPR results.37,43 Extent and characteristics of theEnergy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674 | 669














































View Article OnlineCo redox-state changes support that the bulk material is redox-
active. The midpoint potentials and reaction kinetics are
pH-dependent suggesting that charge neutrality of the bulk
material is facilitated by coupling of Co oxidation to ligand
deprotonation and proton release. We cannot exclude that also
anion uptake or cation release contributes to the maintenance
of charge neutrality but consider this to be unlikely. Thus,
proton and electron transfer are coupled in a 1 : 1 ratio, as also
had been concluded from electrokinetic data.46
For potentials below 0.9 V, CoCat is an amorphous CoII0.4Co
III
0.6
oxide with extensive di-m-O(H) bridging between Co ions. Evidence
for spinel-type Co3O4 with a characteristic Co–Co distance of 3.1
A˚76 was not detectable. The EXAFS analysis suggests that a signif-
icant fraction of the Co ions is ve-coordinated, but it does not
provide whether CoII or CoIII ions are ve-coordinated; we favor
ve-coordinated CoII in low-spin conguration with a lacking
ligand along the Jahn–Teller axis (but see ref. 77).
In the CoII/III oxidation of the Em1-transition, ve-coordi-
nated Co ions become six-coordinated and, most likely, an all-
CoIIIO6 state is reached. Moreover, additional pairs of Co ions
connected by di-m-oxo (or hydroxo) bridges are formed, possibly
by transformation of a mono-m-oxo bridge into a (m3-O)(m2-OH)
bridge between two CoIII ions as shown in Fig. 11. Evidence for
the presence of singly protonated m2-OH bridges in the all-Co
III
state has been presented before.78
In the CoIII/IV oxidation of the Em2-transition, the EXAFS
implies bridging-type changes relating to a minority fraction of
the (m-O)(m-O(H)) bridged Co pairs. We propose that in the Em2-
transition, bridging hydroxides are deprotonated as shown in
Fig. 11. The deprotonation of a bridging hydroxide represents a
plausible response to Co oxidation and is compatible with the
EXAFS data.78Fig. 11 Interconversion of structural motifs (or elements) in the
cobalt-based water oxidation catalyst (CoCat). At potentials around
Em2, cycling through these three motifs may be involved in catalysis.
Molecular oxygen is evolved in the transition from motif C to A. The
indicated structural changes are assumed to take place at the margins
of Co-oxo fragments, which may consist of 9–16 cobalt ions inter-
connected within the Co-oxo fragment by di-m3-oxo bridges.29,35
670 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674In CoCat, the midpoint potentials of the CoII/III and the
CoIII/IV are spaced by only 0.2 V (at pH 7). This relatively small
potential diﬀerence is likely explainable by the protonation-
state and bridging-type changes that accompany the two redox
transitions of CoCat. Similar bridging type changes have been
proposed to be crucial in redox-potential leveling of the Mn4Ca
complex of oxygenic photosynthesis.79–81 Also in synthetic cata-
lysts, these or similar bridging-type changes could lower the
overpotential requirement of the potential-determining step
(see, e.g., ref. 82).
CoCat may resemble fragments of a layered dioxide of
molecular dimensions (see the Introduction section).28,29,35,39
The proposed structural changes shown in Fig. 11 take place
at the fragment margin. Accordingly, the ratio between
peripheral and central Co ions could determine the extent of
the oxidation-state changes. Recently we reported that varia-
tion of the anions in CoCat resulted in increased long-range
order and thus fragment size (chloride > acetate > phos-
phate);35 this was paralleled by a pronounced reduction in the
ability to undergo redox-state changes. This nding conrms
circumstantially the herein proposed role of the fragment
margins in facilitating the redox activity of the amorphous
metal oxide.The mode of catalysis
Based on the EXAFS results discussed above, we propose
interconversion of three structural motifs of CoCat, each pre-
vailing within a specic potential range. Part of the putative
active site of CoCat in its lowest oxidation state is schematically
depicted in Fig. 11A. When the electrode potential or pH is
increased, motif B prevails. It diﬀers from A by an increased
average Co oxidation state (+3.0 instead of +2.6) as well as by
additional m-OH bridges formed by deprotonation of previously
terminally coordinated water ligands. If the electrode potential
or pH is increased further, a fraction of the cobalt ions is
oxidized to CoIV and a proton is released from a m-OH bridge
(motif C). Whereas the B-state of CoCat may involve almost
exclusively CoIII ions, A and C are mixed-valence states; neither
an all-CoII nor an all-CoIV is ever formed at low or high potential.
Electrochemical experiments combined with O2-detection by
time-resolved mass spectroscopy (Fig. 7 and S7†) and oxidation-
state tracking by recording UV-Vis absorption changes (Fig. 8)
suggest that oxidation equivalents were accumulated by the
catalyst before the onset of O2-formation; water oxidation and
O2-formation is coupled to cobalt reduction. Rather than the
accumulation of oxidizing equivalents, the onset of O–O bond
formation appears to be rate-determining (see the Results
section).
In research on photosynthetic water oxidation, several
decades of structural and mechanistic investigations have
paved the road for discussion of the O–O bond formation step
in full atomistic detail;81,83 today the position of each atom as
well as changes in the atomic structure is traced by computa-
tional investigations.84–86 It would be premature to discuss water
oxidation by CoCat at the same level. Instead, we will discuss
the general mode of water oxidation in the amorphous oxideThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015














































View Article Onlinematerial. It is proposed that the catalysis of water oxidation by
CoCat involves four stages, as outlined below.
(1) Dynamic equilibrium between three structural
elements (A, B, and C in Fig. 11). The equilibrium between A
(presence of CoII), B (all-CoIII), and C (presence of CoIV) depends
on electrode potential and pH. Variations of electrode potential
or pH result in mutual interconversion of A, B, and C until a new
equilibrium distribution is reached. Most likely also at a
constant mean oxidation state (steady-state conditions, at
constant potential and pH), interconversion of the motifs A, B,
C takes place frequently (in the millisecond domain), without
modication of the overall equilibrium distribution. Thus the
dynamic interconversion of the three structural motifs may be
viewed as the mobility of CoII, CoIII, and CoIV ions within the
CoCat material. (This specic feature of our proposal also may
be viewed as being related to defect diﬀusion in classical solid-
state materials.)
(2) Formation of an active site involving two or more CoIV
ions. Assuming dynamic interconversion of structural motifs
(as discussed above), we propose that an encounter of two or
more CoIV ions is required before the onset of O–O bond
formation, e.g. by an encounter of two Co2
III,IV structures of the
C-type in Fig. 11. Thereby the active site of the water oxidation
chemistry is formed. Presently, further details of the active site
geometry are unknown. The proposed active-site formation is
assumed to proceed in the millisecond domain; it is diﬀerent
from the formation of a classical transition state.
(3) O–O bond formation and cobalt reduction at the tran-
siently formed active site. Aer active-site formation, water is
oxidized and O2 is released. The water oxidation chemistry
involves reduction of 2–4 Co ions of the active site. Once the
active site has formed, the probability (rate constant) of this
local process is independent of the electrode potential (and also
likely pH independent).
(4) Fast electrochemical cobalt reoxidation and return to
equilibrium conditions. The re-oxidation of the active-site Co
ions is energetically driven by the electrochemical potential,
thereby closing the reaction cycle. The reoxidation is clearly
faster than the rate-determining steps so that CoII ions are
present for a brief time period only. The equilibrium distribu-
tion of A, B and C is not signicantly aﬀected by the transient
reduction of Co ions in the O–O bond formation step.
The herein proposed mode of catalysis for CoCat distin-
guishes itself from previous mechanistic proposals, inter alia by
a specic combination of aspects of molecular catalysis and
heterogeneous solid-state catalysis. Changes of the bridging
mode and associated structural modications clearly fall into
the realm of molecular catalysis. They are enabled in CoCat by
its amorphous structure consisting of metal-oxo clusters,
additional ions and intercalated water molecules. A further
molecular aspect is the accumulation of oxidation equivalents
before the onset of the O2-formation step, in close analogy to the
biomolecular water oxidation in oxygenic photosynthesis. The
interconversion of the proposed motifs A, B, C resembles active-
site formation by ‘defect diﬀusion’ at surfaces of solid mate-
rials. Lastly, the electronic interaction between neighboring Co
atoms results in broadened redox transitions (Fig. 6A), in lineThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015with a solid-like character, but qualitatively also explainable by
electronic interactions in molecular metal complexes of high
nuclearity. The broadened redox transitions require a further
discussion of the Tafel-slope analysis, as approached in the
following section.Relationship between the catalytic mechanism and Tafel
slope
The catalytic current of CoCat increases by a factor of about ten
either per 60 mV increase in electrode potential (Tafel slope of
about 60 mV) or per unit-increase of pH.46 Without monitoring
cobalt oxidation states directly, it was concluded from these
electrokinetic data that a redox equilibrium between CoIII and
CoIV ions is established before the onset of a slow O–O bond
formation step, the latter being promoted by a single CoIV ion.
The catalytic rate was assumed to be proportional to the product
of two factors, the CoIV concentration and the rate constant of
O–O bond formation, where electrode potential and pH aﬀect
exclusively the CoIV concentration. However, the rationale used
in ref. 46 applies to electronically isolated Co species (e.g.
mononuclear cobalt complexes in solution) and appears to be
inappropriate to describe the redox equilibrium of the inter-
acting cobalt sites in the CoCat material. In the present inves-
tigation, tracking of the Co oxidation state by X-ray spectroscopy
suggests that the concentration of CoIV (denoted as [CoIV])
increases by clearly less than one decade per 60 mV electrode
potential or pH unit. This behavior is explainable by the inter-
action between CoIV sites, as outlined in the Results section.
We propose that the catalytic rate is determined by the
product of three factors:
(i) The concentration of CoIV ions (potential and pH-depen-
dent oxidation state of CoCat).
(ii) The probability per CoIV ion for an encounter of two or
more CoIV ions in a conformation suitable for subsequent O–O
bond formation (process of active-site formation).
(iii) The rate constant of the rate-determining step in O–O
bond formation and O2 release (chemical step aer active site
formation).
The rst two factors together will determine both Tafel slope
and pH dependence. For example, if the [CoIV] increased by
about 120 mV per decade (as suggested by the present investi-
gation for Eelectrode < Em2) and active-site formation required the
statistical encounter of two CoIV ions (rate of catalysis propor-
tional to [CoIV]2), then the Tafel slope could be close to the
experimentally observed value of 60 mV. This scenario illus-
trates that the experimentally observed Tafel slope may be
determined by two opposing inuences: the potential-depen-
dence of [CoIV] (Tafel slope greater than 60 mV per dec,
depending on the interaction energy of CoIV sites) and the
probability for active-site formation involving two or more CoIV
ions (diminished Tafel slope). Notably, in related water-
oxidizing oxides based on nickel87 or manganese,24 the experi-
mentally observed Tafel slope diﬀers clearly from the value of 60
mV per dec reported for CoCat. We think that the material-
specic Tafel slope does not suggest fundamentally diﬀerent
catalytic mechanisms but is explainable by material-specicEnergy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674 | 671














































View Article Onlinesite-interaction energies (in eqn (2)) and probabilities (or rates)
of dynamic active-site formation. Further work is necessary to
assess the general validity of the herein proposed unifying
concept addressing Tafel slopes and the mode of catalysis in
water oxidation by amorphous transition metal oxides.
Conclusion
CoCat appears to be a complex and dynamic oxide material with
molecular properties. It consists of (i) redox-active transition
metal ions (CoII4III4IV) interconnected by m-O(H) bridges, (ii)
redox-inactive cations (K, Na, Ca.) and (iii) anions (phosphate,
borate, chloride.), and (iv) sizeable amounts of water mole-
cules intercalated between Cox(m-O)y(m-OH)z fragments.29 The
bulk of the CoCat material undergoes two specic redox tran-
sitions, which are coupled to protonation state changes and
most likely modications in the O(H)-bridging between cobalt
ions. The question of whether the amount of redox-inert
cations, anions or water molecules changes in the CoCat redox
transitions is still open, but the results of the present and
earlier32,46 investigations suggest that proton release indeed
represents the major charge-compensating event. Additional
ion or water exchange could modulate the catalytic activity, e.g.
by changing the dimensions of Cox(m-O)y(m-OH)z fragments,35
but presumably does not aﬀect catalytic reactions and turnover
frequencies directly. In any event, the redox-activity of the bulk
material is associated with bond formation and breakage, most
likely taking place continuously also under equilibrium condi-
tions (at constant potential and pH). These dynamic redox
properties exclude a description by band models as they are
used frequently to discuss classical semiconducting solid-state
materials. Albeit a Pourbaix-diagram analysis in terms of tran-
sitions between specic oxide phases has been a highly valuable
rst step,37 also this conceptual approach appears as being not
fully adequate.
The redox transitions of CoCat may be viewed as accumu-
lation of oxidizing equivalents by cobalt oxidation coupled to
ligand deprotonation and changes in the type of oxo/hydroxo
bridging. Analogous modes for accumulation of oxidizing
equivalents have been observed in molecular systems, speci-
cally the protein-bound manganese complex of oxygenic
photosynthesis80,88,89 and numerous synthetic metal complexes,
e.g. binuclear manganese complexes (see Magnuson et al.82 and
references therein). Interestingly, the coordination number and
bridging-type changes in the A/ B and C/ D transition of
CoCat resemble closely the S2/ S3 and S0/ S1 transition of
the Mn4Ca(m-O5) metal-oxo core of the biological catalysts. Thus
with regard to its redox transitions and possibly also the water-
oxidation chemistry itself, the CoCat material resembles these
molecular systems. However, there are no indications that
CoCat actually consists of well-dened and spatially separated
molecular entities. Rather we envision dynamic fragments of Co
oxide of molecular dimensions surrounded by a quasi-electro-
lyte consisting of redox-inert cations, anions, and water mole-
cules (see, e.g., ref. 29 for a discussion and illustrative schemes).
CoCat shares structural motifs with amorphous water-
oxidizing oxides based on Ni26,27 and Mn.24,31 Likely also these672 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2015, 8, 661–674oxides are redox-active meaning that the bulk material
undergoes oxidation state changes.24,27,32,90,91We propose to view
CoCat as a paradigmatic representative of a class of redox
catalysts best described as hydrated oxides with molecular
properties. Their mode of operation is still insuﬃciently
understood, especially the proton-coupled electron transfer in
the oxidizing transitions and the O–O bond formation step
itself. Taking into account the structural dynamics of the
amorphous catalyst, insight into the mechanism of O–O bond
formation may require extensive investigations on well-chosen
molecular models, e.g., polyoxometalates10 or molecular Co-oxo
cubanes,92,93 as well as new experimental approaches.94 In any
event, an advanced understanding of structure–function rela-
tionships in the amorphous oxide catalysts at a basic atomistic
level is desirable, inter alia because it could promote their
knowledge-guided optimization.
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